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Defect detection and location of bearing

images based on predictive matching

difference and global local thresholding

Tiancheng Wang1

Abstract. To solve the inaccurate detection caused by small defects in the current workpiece
surface in the case of blurry edges and obscure features, the Paper proposes the workpiece surface
small defect detection algorithm based on image pixel level segmentation and label mapping. First,
the workpiece image shall be collected by industrial microscope to obtain the microscopic defect
map; and according to the efficient principle, through the replacement of the floating-point with in-
teger and replacement of multiplication with displacement, design of displacement brightness filter
operator and conversion of platform data, based on the label mapping of pixel brightness threshold,
the binary image of pixel brightness distribution of micrograph shall be obtained. Then, couple
the Gauss smooth filter and shape filter, strengthen image edge contour feature and carry out
connected region labeling to identify and locate the small defects correctly. Last, the characteristic
calculation and label display shall be carried out for the defect target, and the automatic detec-
tion and quantitative calculation of small defects shall be completed. Experimental test results
show that: compared with the current workpiece surface defect detection algorithm, the detection
technique proposed in this Paper has higher recognition accuracy.

Key words. Defect detection, Pixel segmentation, Label mapping, Brightness filter, Gauss
smooth filter, Shape filter, Characteristic calculation.

1. Introduction

Prior to the automatic processing of the workpiece, it is necessary to detect small
defects on the surface of the workpiece to improve the quality of workpiece products
[1-2]. In the current manufacturing sector, small defects are generally nanoscale,
although they can be observed under the industrial microscopic imaging system,
there are problems of blurry edges and obscure features of defect target, together
with the impurity interference, affecting the detection results of the machine vision
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in the end. For this purpose, scholars at home and abroad have put forward the cor-
responding workpiece surface defect detection technology, and have achieved some
research results, such as Jiang Caiyun [3], proposed surface defect detection algo-
rithm of metal workpiece based on CPU, that is, first to collect the surface image
of metal workpiece with image sampling equipment, conduct the image registration
and split image with difference image method after completing the pretreatment
of mixed noise filtering, and then make the defects and extract defect texture fea-
tures, in the end, conduct the classification and identification of workpiece defects
to complete the automatic check-out of sub-quality workpiece. Luo Sanding [4] pro-
posed the projection analysis and algorithm of workpiece surface defect detection,
in which the vertical grain defect detection algorithm for peak and valley decision
and workpiece edge line detection and injection defect integral value decision algo-
rithm based on block projection are designed by analyzing the characteristics of the
defects to realize the automatic inspection of computer on surface vertical lines and
injection defects of workpiece. However, this technique only considers the condition
that the edge of image defect is clearer, when edges are blurred, the defects cannot
be detected accurately.

2. Small defect detection algorithm in this paper

As there are nanoscale small defects on the surface of workpiece, the edge fuzzi-
ness and the feature weakness put forward higher requirements for the accuracy of
the detection algorithm. The algorithm in this Paper conducts the segmentation,
enhancement and localization detection for the workpiece from pixel aspect.

First, the conversion of image data from QT platform to ITK (Insight Segmenta-
tion and Registration Toolkit) platform shall be achieved, and the brightness filter
and pixel threshold mapping mark shall be coupled to obtain the binary image in-
cluding defects. Next, the defect image shall be strengthened by combing with the
Gauss filter and smoothing treatment; the defect targets shall be separated by label
function in ITK connected region and the impurity interference shall be removed to
form complete workpiece surface small target detection system, of which the overall
logical architecture is shown in Fig.1. Microscopic defect image to be detected, as
shown in the Fig. 2, shows that the surface of defect is blurry and the characteristics
are not obvious.

2.1. Coarse segmentation based on brightness filter and
mapping label

To obtain the approximate location of defect target, that is to mark out the
pixel in defect region, the Research first adopts the brightness filter and brightness
spectrum image to highlight defect brightness information; according to the pixel
threshold, the map treatment shall be implemented on the brightness spectrum
image to obtain the binary image containing defect targets and impurities. First,
microscopic defect map shall be treated by brightness spectrum conversion function
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Fig. 1. Mechanism framework of the paper 

 

Fig. 2. Workpiece surface micrograph containing impurities and defects 
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Fig. 1. Mechanism framework of the paper

 
  

Fig. 2. Workpiece surface micrograph containing impurities and defects

[5]:
Light = R ∗ 0.299 +G ∗ 0.587 +B ∗ 0.114 . (1)

In above formula, Light represents brightness spectrum image, R refers to the
content of red channel image, G represents content of green channel image and B
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refers to the content of blue channel image. In the practical application experiment,
the integral algorithm is used instead of low-speed floating-point calculation and the
displacement is used instead of multiplication in this Research:

LightApr = (R ∗ 30 +G ∗ 59 +B ∗ 11 + 50) << 2 . (2)

Where, LightApr represents the improved brightness spectrum image, and the
system efficiency shall be improved on the premise of guaranteeing the imaging
quality of image.

Next, the conversion of data platform shall be carried out, and the Research UI
adopts QT for development. The algorithm is achieved on the basis of high-efficiency
open source library ITK. First, the local image file shall be converted to QImage-
type data of QT platform and then converted to the data that can be processed by
the ITK library function to obtain the brightness spectrum image, as shown in Fig.
3, showing that the defect image shall be strengthened further.

then, pixel level operation shall be carried out for the image to output the binary
image based on pixel threshold mapping [6]:

V alue =

{
1
0

pixel > threshold
pixel ≤ threshold

(3)

In above formula, Value means the binary image treated by mapping label, pixel
represents the pixel brightness and threshold refers to the pixel threshold from the
project standard, not to be repeated here.

Disposed by formula 3, the binary image containing defects and impurity is ob-
tained, that is completing the coarse segmentation of small defects on the surface.
To show the effect effectively, here, take the left half of Figure 3 for example for anal-
ysis; and the defects and impurities in local area are shown in Fig. 4(a); and binary
pixel labeled graph of defects and impurities is shown in the Fig. 4(b), reflecting
the correct course segmentation of defect target and removal of a small amount of
impurity.

 
  

Fig. 3. Results of brightness filter
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 (a)                                          (b) 
  

Fig. 4. Results of mapping label

Some of the key codes are as follows:
itkUCharImageType::Pointer cellMaskImage = itkUCharImageType::New();
cellMaskImage->SetRegions(imageGray->GetLargestPossibleRegion());
cellMaskImage->Allocate();
cellMaskImage->CopyInformation(imageGray);
itkUCharImageType::PixelType* imageGrayPointer = imageGray
->GetBufferPointer();
itkUCharImageType::PixelType* cellMaskImagePointer = cellMaskImage
->GetBufferPointer();
for (int j=0; j<width*height; j++){
if (imageGrayPointer[j] < 210){

cellMaskImagePointer[j] = 1;}
else{

cellMaskImagePointer[j] = 0;}}

2.2. Resegmentation based on Gauss smooth filter and con-
nected region labeling

To further strengthen the binary image, the defect targets and impurity interfer-
ence shall be distinguished. The Research couples 2-d Gaussian filters [7] and image
smooth processing [8]. First, Gauss equation is built as follows:

O(x, y) = G(x, y)I(x, y) . (4)

In formula (4), I represents pre-processing image, O refers to processed image
and G represents the Gaussian kernel, as follows:

G(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
e−

x2+y2

2σ2 . (5)

In above formula, G(x, y) represents the Gaussian kernel, where x and y respec-
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tively refer to the pixel of image in abscissa and ordinate. And then the smoothing
shall be carried out, of which the equation is as follows:

OI(x, y) = P (x, y)II(x, y) . (6)

In formula (6), II represents pre-processing image, OI refers to processed image
and P represents the smoothing kernel, as follows:

p =
1

273


1 4 7 4 1
4 16 26 16 4
7 26 41 26 7
4 16 26 16 4
1 4 7 4 1

 . (7)

In formula (7), p represents the smoothing kernel. Because of its structure
smoothing principle, it can enhance the defect target and reduce the interference
of impurity.

For Fig. 4(b), after the Gauss smoothing of the Research, 5(a) is obtained,
showing that the target profile of defects and impurities has been enhanced. Based
on such results, the removal of impurities and marking defects can be achieved
through the treatment of connected region labeling function in ITK.

First, the binary image shall be converted to the label image and its shape at-
tributes shall be evaluated by adopting BinaryImageToShapeLabelMapFilter func-
tion [9], and a binary image shall be converted to the label mapping and its shape
attributes shall be evaluated; and then small attribute value of target image in the
label set shall be deleted by adopting ShapeOpeningLabelMapFilter function. A
LabelMap shall be converted to labeled image by adopting LabelMapToBinaryIm-
ageFilter function; and the object of connected region labeling function [10] Con-
nectedComponentImageFilter label is in a binary image, and each different object
is distributed with a special label. According to the characteristics differences of
perimeter, area and form of the label, the impurities shall be filtered to obtain the
defect target, as shown in Fig. 5(b), showing that the connected region labeling
function achieves the desired effect. In the end, to further display the effects of
location detection, the center of gravity of defect is marked with red rectangle, as
shown in Fig. 5(c).

Some of the key code is as follows:
typedef itk::ConnectedComponentImageFilter <itkUCharImageType, itkIntIm-

ageType > ConnectedComponentImageFilterType;
typedef itk::LabelImageToShapeLabelMapFilter< itkIntImageType,

LabelMapType> I2LType;
ConnectedComponentImageFilterType::Pointer connected = ConnectedCompo-

nentImageFilterType::New ();
connected->SetInput(cellMaskImage);
connected->Update();
I2LType::Pointer i2l = I2LType::New();
i2l->SetInput( connected->GetOutput() );
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in Fig. 5(c). 

   

(a)                            (b)                             (c) 
  

Fig. 5. Results of resegmentation

i2l->SetComputePerimeter(true);
i2l->Update();
LabelMapType *labelMap = i2l->GetOutput();

3. Experiment and discussion

For purpose of reflecting the advantages of the algorithm in the Paper, the tech-
nology with better performance of defect detection –Literature [3] and Literature [4]
is set as the control group. The paper system is developed and achieved on the basis
of QTCreator4.2 platform, C++ language and ITK4.11, with experimental parame-
ters of algorithm such as: brightness threshold for 200, Gauss smoothing coefficient
for 0.62, together with region mark characteristic number for 500.

Due to small nanoscale defects that cannot be identified under comprehensive
view of industrial camera, as shown in Fig. 6(a), after obtaining the microscopic
defect image by magnifying the defects via microscope, treatment shall be performed,
as shown in Fig. 6(b), with defect and impurity interference in the image.

In this paper, the image defect detection algorithm first achieves the binaryzation
of image target combined with brightness filter and threshold mapping label, and
then removes the impurity interference and correctly locates the detected defects via
Gauss smooth filter and connected region label. As shown in Fig. 7 (a), highlight
defect area processed by brightness filter; and enhance the contour characteristics
of image edge by coupling the Gauss smooth filter and shape filter, as shown in Fig.
7(b). In the end, conducting connected region label, characteristics calculation and
annotation display shall be carried out for the defect target to correctly identify and
locate the small defects, as shown in Fig.8, showing that defect detection is correct.

Based on the technology of Literature [3] in control group, the image shall be reg-
istered and segmented with difference image method after the pretreatment of mixed
noise filtering, followed by marking the defect and extracting the characteristics of
defect texture, and the automatic check-out of sub-quality workpiece shall be com-
pleted in the end. However, this technology detects only from computer accelerated
processing and preprocessing and often ignores the influence of non-obvious charac-
teristics, resulting in error detection. The Fig.9 reflects the over strict inspection of
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the image.
Based on technology of Literature [4] in control group, the vertical grain defect

detection algorithm for peak and valley decision and workpiece edge line detection
and injection defect integral value decision algorithm based on block projection are
designed by analyzing the characteristics of the defects to realize the automatic
detection of defects. However, this technique only considers the condition that the
edge of image defect is clearer, when edges are blurred, the defects cannot be detected
accurately. The Fig. 10 shows inaccurate detection of the image.

  

(a) Full field image                                         (b) Micrograph 

 
  

Defect 
Defect 

Impurity 

Fig. 6. Undetected curves image

  

    (a) Brightness filtering processing             (b) Edge contour enhancement results 
  

Fig. 7. Segmentation results of this paper

4. Conclusion

To solve the insufficient inspection output for small defects detection caused by
current defect detection algorithm in the case of non-obvious defect characteristics
and blurry edge of the image, the Paper, respectively from the image pixel seg-
mentation and ITK function, proposes the image enhancement method based on
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Fig. 8. Detection result of this paper

 

  
Fig. 9. Detection result chart of literature [3]

 

 Fig. 10. Detection result chart of literature [4]

brightness filter and Gauss smooth filter. By designing and coupling pixel threshold
mapping and connected region processing, the removal of impurity interference and
the detection of small defects are achieved. The experimental results show that the
proposed method of small defect detection has better detection ability.
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